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Suddenly 138,000 Michigan
Ballots Appear This Morning ALL
FOR BIDEN, ZERO FOR TRUMP
By Pamela Geller - on November 4, 2020

PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION: THE BIG STEAL
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Smelly. C’mon, man!
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Last night I was leading, often solidly, in many key States, in almost all instances
Democrat run & controlled. Then, one by one, they started to magically disappear
as surprise ballot dumps were counted. VERY STRANGE, and the “pollsters” got
it completely & historically wrong!
— Donald J. Trump (@realDonaldTrump) November 4, 2020

Where were the 138,000+ ballots hiding that went 100% for Biden in the middle
of the night in Michigan?
— Madison Gesiotto (@madisongesiotto) November 4, 2020

So you're telling me:
They just happened to put the Dem votes in ALL AT ONCE…
In the 2 MOST places they needed DESPERATELY to win…
At 4 am in the morning…
Causing 2 lines to spike directly upwards with ZERO GOP movement.
They really think we're this stupid.
— Andrew Pollack (@AndrewPollackFL) November 4, 2020

Twitter is censoring @seanmdav's tweet but he raises a legitimate question.
138,339 votes were added in Michigan late last night, and not a ***SINGLE
ONE*** of them went to President Trump? Give me a break.
https://t.co/gwKvvJryTl
— Kelsey Bolar (Harkness) (@kelseybolar) November 4, 2020
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138,000 straight to zero. Ridiculous pic.twitter.com/YYeEqCrnTn
— Scotty’s Terrible Takes (@Scottyterrible) November 4, 2020

So, Nevada stopped counting votes until tomorrow. Michigan magically finds
138,000 Biden votes and not one Trump vote. Wtf.
— Brendon Leslie (@BrendonLeslie) November 4, 2020

Zero. Don’t accept it. https://t.co/ZPiquEHFxE
— Mulder’s Trunalimunumaprzur Will NOT be normalized (@proteinwisdom)
November 4, 2020

So Trump was winning MI & WI by a solid lead, the vote count gets paused, then
Biden jumps 200k votes in MI overnight without adding a single vote to Trump
or 3rd party candidates.
Meanwhile Wisconsin which magically shifted blue has more votes counted than
registered voters.
— Millie Weaver

(@Millie__Weaver) November 4, 2020

HAVE A TIP WE SHOULD KNOW? YOUR
ANONYMITY IS NEVER COMPROMISED. EMAIL
TIPS@THEGELLERREPORT.COM
THE TRUTH MUST BE TOLD
Your contribution supports independent journalism
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Please take a moment to consider this. Now, more than ever, people are reading Geller
Report for news they won't get anywhere else. But advertising revenues have all but
disappeared. Google Adsense is the online advertising monopoly and they have banned us.
Social media giants like Facebook and Twitter have blocked and shadow-banned our
accounts. But we won't put up a paywall. Because never has the free world needed
independent journalism more.
Everyone who reads our reporting knows the Geller Report covers the news the media won't.
We cannot do our ground-breaking report without your support. We must continue to report
on the global jihad and the left's war on freedom. Our readers’ contributions make that
possible.
Geller Report's independent, investigative journalism takes a lot of time, money and hard
work to produce. But we do it because we believe our work is critical in the fight for freedom
and because it is your fight, too.
Please contribute here.

or
Make a monthly commitment to support The Geller Report – choose the option that suits
you best.
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